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which "should give a picture as complete as possible of the species, in the case of an 
Angiospermous plant, for instance, it should be provided with flowers and fruits, 
etc.", even though Article 7 further prescribes that two separate specimens (e.g. 
flowering and fruiting) cannot both be designated. Note 2, under the same article, 
says, "A holotype is the one specimen or other element used by the author or 
designated by him as the nomenclatural type. As long as a holotype is extant, it 
automatically fixes the application of the name concerned." 

But Professor Lanjouw states: "For each of the names that are to be conserved 
ten new type specimens should be selected which may differ only in minor points..." 

Article 46 of the Code states, "For the indication of the name of a taxon to be 
accurate and complete, and in order that the date may be readily verified, it is 
necessary to cite the name of the author who first validly published the name 
concerned.. ." But Professor Lanjouw says in Taxon: "It is not entirely excluded 
that some of the retypified names will at a later date prove to be applied in a sense 
which differs from that in which they were applied by the original author. In that 
case the name of the author attached to the specific name would be wrong. This 
would be unfortunate, but it can not be helped, and it does not seem to be a very 
serious drawback." 

There are other examples which could be taken from Professor Lanjouw's paper 
to show how the Code will be undermined if his proposals are accepted. Those 
cited here seem to be sufficient for the purpose except to note that nothing can be 
done by the Section on Nomenclature concerning such a bizarre suggestion as 
"ten new type specimens" for every name conserved until after hearing and acting 
on the report of the special Committee on Neotypes. 

The question of the feasibility of nomina specifica conservanda was very thorough- 
ly studied and discussed at Montreal. For taxonomists there seems to be only one 
logical procedure to follow. This is an acceptance of the motion of A. C. Smith which 
postulates stabilization of nomenclature by sound taxonomic research, and, as an 
aid to non-botanists, acceptance of the suggestion of Dr. Silva, for the preparation 
of lists of standard names by the people who want to use them, for their own use. 
Although plant taxonomy is a science basic to many applied fields and its workers 
spend much of their time providing service to those fields it is not necessary that 
they overthrow the framework of their own procedural methods for the convenience 
of groups who neither understand nor appreciate its value. 

THE STABILIZATION OF 

NAMES OF IMPORTANT PLANT SPECIES 

H. C. D. de Wit (Wageningcn) 

In Taxon 12(9): 305-309. 1963 the desirability of the stabilization of the names 
of important plant species is supported and explained in some detail by Lanjouw. 
A few comments and questions, and proposals, may be in place before embarking 
on this procedure, which attacks the heart of the Code: priority of specific epithets 
and the ultimate stabilization of a name because of established priority. 

It is announced that a list of specific names is to be submitted to the Edinburgh 
Congress. The names are of "important" species; it appears that "important" is 
more or less implying "economically important." 
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The first difficulty transpires already in the author's sentence (i.c. p. 308, 309) 
concerning the size of the list. The number of names is supposed to be "somewhere 
between one hundred and two hundred, but it is not entirely excluded that it will 
reach a value of about one thousand". It might arrive, Lanjouw supposed, at "two 
thousand important species." This would not meet with his opposition. 

1. It is difficult to escape raising the question: "If two thousand, why not twenty 
thousand?" It would save one and all a lot of research and bother. No name changes 
there, and be done with it. 

2. Professor Lanjouw pointed out (p. 306) that the list is composed of 3 main 
groups of names: rather a heterogeneous list, it seems. The list is, however, subject 
to other shortcomings, besides being heterogeneous. 

One may enter all names in current use of (economically) important plants with- 
out previous research whether they are liable to be changed for nomenclatural 
reasons (group 1, cf. Lanjouw, p. 306). Evidently, a list of that nature must contain 
thousands of entries but even so, it will never satisfy all botanists. And that was its 
purpose and the reason for its compilation. 

Important or economic plant species come and go. There is no question concern- 
ing the economic importance of the peanut and the oilpalm. But what about Indigofera 
spp., Isatis tinctoria L., Reseda luteola L., Carthamus tinctorius L., or Bixa orellana 
L.? Here are just a few examples of dyes which were important economically and 
now have lost their economic importance wholly or partly (local exceptions). Are 
they still eligible or no longer? Is Lawsonia inermis important? Egyptians affirm 
this but, I presume, Germans may think not. Cola nitida A. Chev. will be admitted 
to the list, I suppose, but Parkia africana R.Br. also? The latter is, in W. Africa, as 
important economically as Cola, but Cola got more propaganda. What will happen? 
Vicia graminea Sm. is a species of eminent importance (see Belmontia IV, fasc. 5, 
1961, p. 22-24). Will it be designated for stabilization? An endless list of similar 
cases may be composed. What army of expert-botanists is going to decide once for 
all? (list unchangeable, "a closed one" (Lanjouw, p. 308)). 

The schooled and experienced taxonomists, prepared to do the necessary research 
are, for commonly known practical reasons, not available. From my own experience 
I know that frequently a period of several months is required to study all aspects 
concerning the nomenclature of an often cited economic plant. It is humanly im- 
possible to carry out the necessary research on the inevitably long list of possible 
names within a reasonable period of time. 

3. One of the problems, resulting from "conserved specific names" is e.g. as 
follows. The tomato is undoubtedly an economically important plant. Once the 
principle of conservation is adopted it may claim protection. Now some taxonomists 
wish to refer the tomato to the genus Solanum, others want it as a species of 
Lycopersicum. Is the tomato to be stabilized as a Solanum or as a Lycopersicum? 

It has the same economic importance in either genus. I suggest that, if any, at 
least two stabilized names are due to the tomato. A number of economically important 
Myrtaceae need one conserved name in Syzygium and one, just as stable, in Eugenia 
(accompanied by the same specific epithet?) I fear that some species will appear to 
be entitled to three or perhaps even more stabilized names in different genera (the 
clove?). 

It is proposed to "retypify" the chosen names. Ten duplicate neotypes are to be 
selected by "experts," even when "a type is available." The duplicates will go to "ten 
internationally chosen centres, where they shall be kept and not sent on loan." 
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4. I hope cartoonists will not read this proposal because they might not be able 
to resist the temptation to picture the appointed expert presenting to the General 
Committee his ten nomenclaturally approved coconuts, or a visitor to one of the 
ten recognized centres, who demands to be allowed to study one of the ten stabilized 
peanuts (as it may not be sent on loan, even by registered mail). 

It seems to me, that the nomenclatural type of a name is adequate (recognizable 
or identifiable with certainty) or not. If it is identifiable with certainty there is no 
reason to replace it. If it is not identifiable with certainty (or absent) the type 
method in the Code provides the means to base the name on a type. Why meddle with 
a method, which has shown its value and which proved to be generally satisfactory? 

If the Congress, at a most unfortunate moment, decided to adopt the principle of 
nomina specifica conservanda it ought, I suggest, to make a provision at the same 
time: 

Proposal.-A conserved specific name shall be in force only after the ten duplicate- 
types have been distributed. If the conserved specific name is shown by effective 
publication to be untenable according to the Code before the duplicate-types are 
distributed, the name is to be removed from the list of conserved specific names-.In 
case proposal 87 (Taxon 12, 1963, p. 307) and proposal 88 (l.c. p. 309) are accepted, 
I so propose. 

5. In trying to limit the damage to follow if the idea of conserved specific names 
would be accepted, I suggest, that the designated conserved specific names are to 
be without a type. If the guiding principle of priority of names (or epithets) is to 
be undermined we need not hesitate to undermine the type method as well. 

It is to be realized that a large majority of economic plants nowadays consist of 
infra-specific cultivated taxa (cultivars). The advantage of not recognizing, or not 
having, a type is that no type is available or admitted in standardizing the species. 
This is, in case of these assembled segregations of cultivars, clearly an advantage. 

The economic (cultivated) plant-species, if based on a type (a type-specimen, 
after all, has not only a nomenclatural, but also a taxonomical importance and 
bearing) may be inadequately typified or not. As a rule, the type, any "type- 
specimen," of a cultivated plant will be inadequate insofar as it does not provide a 
satisfactory pattern of correlated characters representative of the character-pattern 
of the species. The activities by man (selection, crossing) have brought about a shift 
in the character-pattern existing in the wild-growing parents, and very often have 
widened the range of morphological characters very considerably if compared with 
the original stock. It is common knowledge that the shift in the character-pattern 
very frequently is so thorough, that the original stock is no longer recognizable 
with certainty. From a taxonomical point of view, the type-specimen, any "type- 
specimen," of widely cultivated plants is far more "inadequate," owing to the 
interference of man, than a type-specimen of a natural taxon. Several Musa spp., 
Elaeis guineensis, Solanum tuberosum, Arachis hypogaea &c. &c. cannot "adequately" 
be typified. A re-typification is, at best, replacing one unsatisfactory type by 
another. 

For nomenclatural reasons there is no need to re-typify. If a list of conserved 
specific names of economically important plants is to be made, I propose that the 
listed names will be without any type at all, and that all possibly existing type- 
material be rejected. Such species, therefore, will then consist of the remainder of 
the known taxa assembled in the genus, when the other known species (and taxa) 
have been typified and circumscribed according to the Code. 

I propose, if Proposal 87 is accepted and Proposal 88 is rejected, that it be 
stipulated in the Code: 
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Proposal. A nomen specificum conservandum after its admittance to the official 
list, is to remain without a type if no type exists, and if a type is available, it will 
not be considered for purposes of typification. 

6. I wish to stress the fact that the problem of stabilizing specific names of 
economic (important) species, has been brought up again and again. The Congresses 
have repeatedly rejected the proposals, not by a whim or at the spur of the moment 
but after repeated discussions, long meetings, critical studies, exchange of opinions, 
and close scrutiny. It was certainly not a light-hearted refusal. A special committee 
could not reach a solution. Why insist on bringing up a problem that has been 
rejected so consistently and so frequently? 

The only confessed reason is that certain economic botanists wish no change in 
the names they happen to be familiar with and are particularly interested in. 

In spite of the fact that new names, which met at their introduction with much 
opposition, have been adopted generally and rapidly, and although the majority 
of economic botanists do not even realize how much they profit from the Code in 
regard to many names which did not change and cannot be changed just because 
of the Code, nevertheless their outcry is a source of constant anxiety among kind- 
hearted taxonomists. 

There is, however, no sound reason to overthrow what has been gained and 
constructed in so many years and after so much experience. The Code is a good 
guide. There remain-and always will remain-some details which need a polish 
or a small rectification, but taxonomists have arrived at a serviceable set of laws 
for the stabilization of specific names: the Code as it is. Name-changes made in 
the past by applying the Code, have caused the establishment of thousands of 

unambiguous, well-founded, and stable names. 
1 wish to express my concern about the policy of incessantly bringing up the 

same subject, in spite of repeated and emphatic rejections, in the hope that one day 
the Congress may happen to be so composed and minded that the principle of 

conserving specific names inadvertently is adopted. On the very long run ... who 
knows? 

The Congress, I sincerely hope, will again stand firm and reject emphatically 
proposals 87 and 88 (and in consequence both my proposals as superfluous). The 

proposed conservation of specific names heralds the undoing of the most valuable 
and satisfactory elements in the Code. 

IN REPLY TO MY OPPONENTS 

J. Lanjouw (Utrecht) 

In the preface to the recently published Synopsis of Proposals for the Edinburgh 
Congress I have withdrawn my proposals for "Nomina Specifica Conservanda." I 
did this because of Miss Schubert's opinion that I had taken unfair advantage of 

my position as a member of the General Committee. Apparently she has got the 

wrong idea that I am completely aware of the size of the problem, but do not 
disclose it and was suggesting only that the number of names lies between 100 and 
2000. Though Dr Punt, who is preparing the list for the Congress, is a member 
of my staff I can assure Miss Schubert that I know as much about this list as she 
and everyone else, that is nothing at all. I felt extremely embarrassed to discover 
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